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ABSTRACT 

Ranked search greatly enhances system usability by enabling 

search result relevance ranking instead of sending undifferentiated 

results, and further ensures the file retrieval accuracy.The  

statistical  measure  approach,  i.e.,  relevance  score,  from  

information retrieval to build a secure searchable index, and 

develop a one-to-many order-preserving mapping technique to 

properly protect those sensitive score information.The resulting 

design is able to facilitate efficient server-side ranking without 

losing keyword privacy. Thorough analysis shows that our 

proposed solution enjoys “as strong-as-possible” security 

guarantee compared to previous searchable encryption schemes, 

while correctly realizing the goal of ranked keyword 

search.Extensive experimental results demonstrate the efficiency 

of the proposed solution. 

 

     keywords—Ranked keyword search, r e l e v a n c e      

s c o r e , searchable encryption, order-preserving mapping. 

 

1.INTRODUTION 

LOUD   Computing  is   the   long   dreamed  

vision   of computing  as  a  utility,   where  cloud   

customers  can remotely store  their  data  into  the  cloud  

so as to enjoy  the on-demand high-quality applications 

and  services  from  a shared pool  of configurable 

computing resources [2]. The benefits  brought by this 

new  computing model  include but are not limited to: 

relief of the burden for storage manage- ment,  universal 

data  access with  independent geographical locations, 

and  avoidance of  capital  expenditure on  hard- 

ware,  software, and  personnel maintenances, etc., 

[3]. 

As  Cloud   Computing  becomes   prevalent,  more   

and more  sensitive information are  being  centralized 

into  the cloud,  such  as  e-mails,  personal health  

records, company finance  data,  and  government 

documents, etc. The fact that data  owners and  cloud  

server  are  no  longer  in  the  same trusted domain may  

put  the  outsourced unencrypted data at risk [4], [33]: 

the cloud  server  may  leak data  information to 

unauthorized entities  [5] or even be hacked [6]. It follows   

that sensitive data have to be encrypted prior  to 

outsourcing for data  privacy and combating unsolicited 

accesses. However, data  encryption makes  effective  

data  utilization a very  challenging task  given  that  there  

could  be  a large amount of outsourced data  files. 

Besides, in Cloud Computing, data  owners may  share  

their  outsourced data with  a  large  number of  users,   

who  might   want   to  only retrieve certain   specific  data   

files  they   are  interested in during a given session.  One 

of the most popular ways  to do so is through keyword-

based search.  Such keyword search technique allows  

users  to selectively  retrieve files of interest and  has  been  

widely applied in plaintext search  scenarios [7]. 

Unfortunately, data  encryption, which  restricts user’s 

ability to perform keyword search  and  further demands 

the protection of keyword privacy, makes  the 

traditional plaintext search  methods fail for encrypted 

cloud  data. 

Although  traditional  searchable  encryption  

schemes (e.g., [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], to list  a few)  

allow  a user  to securely   search   over   encrypted  data   

through  keywords without first  decrypting it, these  

techniques support only conventional Boolean keyword 

search,1  without capturing any relevance of the files in 

the search  result.  When  directly applied in large 

collaborative data  outsourcing cloud environment, they  

may  suffer  from the following two main drawbacks. On 

the one hand, for each search  request, users without 

preknowledge of the encrypted cloud  data  have  to go 

through every  retrieved file in order  to find  ones  most 

matching  their   interest,  which   demands  possibly  

large amount of  postprocessing overhead; On  the  

other   hand, invariably sending back all files solely  

based  on presence/ absence   of  the  keyword further 

incurs   large  unnecessary 

1. In the  existing  symmetric key-based searchable 

encryption schemes, the  support of disjunctive Boolean  

operation (OR) on  multiple keywords searches still 

remains an open  problem. 

network traffic,  which  is absolutely undesirable in 

today’s pay-as-you-use  cloud   paradigm.  In   short,   

lacking   of effective  mechanisms to  ensure the  file 

retrieval accuracy is a significant drawback of existing  

searchable encryption schemes in the  context  of Cloud  

Computing. Nonetheless, the state  of the art in 

information retrieval (IR) community has already been 
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utilizing various scoring  mechanisms [13] to quantify and  

rank order  the relevance of files in response to  any  given   

search   query. Although the  importance  of ranked 

search  has  received attention for a long  history in the 

context of plaintext searching by IR community, 

surprisingly, it is still being  overlooked and  remains to be 

addressed in the context  of encrypted data  search. 

     
   Therefore, how  to enable  a searchable encryption system 

with support of secure  ranked search  is the problem tackled 

in  this  paper. Our  work   is  among the  first  few  ones  to 

explore  ranked search  over encrypted data  in Cloud 

Computing. Ranked search  greatly enhances system usabil- 

ity  by  returning  the   matching  files  in  a  ranked  order 

regarding to certain  relevance criteria  (e.g., keyword 

frequency), thus  making one  step  closer  toward practical 

deployment of privacy-preserving data  hosting services  in 

the  context  of  Cloud   Computing.  

To  achieve   our  design goals  on both  system security and  

usability, we propose to bring  together the  advance of both  

crypto  and  IR commu- nity  to design the ranked 

searchable symmetric encryption (RSSE)  scheme,   in   the   

spirit   of  “as-strong-as-possible” security guarantee. 

Specifically,  we  explore   the  statistical measure  approach  

from   IR  and   text   mining  to  embed weight information 

(i.e., relevance score) of each file during the  establishment 

of  searchable index  before  outsourcing the encrypted file 

collection.   

As directly outsourcing relevance scores will leak lots of 

sensitive frequency information against the keyword 

privacy, we then integrate a recent  crypto  primitive [14] 

order-preserving symmetric encryption (OPSE) and  

properly modify  it to develop a one- to-many order-

preserving mapping technique for our purpose  to  protect  

those   sensitive  weight  information, while   providing  

efficient   ranked  search   functionalities. Our  contribution 

can be summarized as follows: 
 

1.  For the  first  time,  we  define  the  problem of secure 

ranked keyword search  over  encrypted cloud  data, 

and provide such an effective protocol, which  fulfills 

the secure  ranked search  functionality with  little 

relevance  score   information  leakage   against  key- 

word privacy. 

2.  Thorough security analysis shows  that  our  ranked 

searchable symmetric encryption scheme  indeed 

enjoys “as-strong-as-possible” security guarantee 

compared to previous searchable symmetric encryp- 

tion (SSE) schemes. 

3.  We   investigate  the   practical  considerations  and 

enhancements of our ranked search  mechanism, 

including the  efficient  support of  relevance  score 

dynamics, the authentication of ranked search 

results, and  the  reversibility of our  proposed  one- 

to-many order-preserving mapping technique. 

4.  Extensive  experimental  results  demonstrate  the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed solution. 

 

                The rest  of the  paper is organized as follows:  

Section  2 gives   the   system  and   threat  model,   our   

design  goals, notations, and  preliminaries. Then,  we  

provide the  frame- work,  definitions, and  basic  scheme  in 

Section  3, followed by  Section  4, which  gives  the  detailed 

description of our ranked searchable symmetric 

encryption system.. Section 5 studies further enhancements 

and  practical considerations, followed by Section  6   gives   

the concluding remark of the whole  paper. Finally section  

7 gives the references of papers,literature reviews and 

links 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture for search over encrypted cloud data. 

 

2  PROBLEM  STATEMENT 

2.1The  System and Threat Model 

We   consider  an   encrypted  cloud   data   hosting  

service involving three  different entities,   as  illustrated 

in  Fig.  1: data  owner, data  user,  and  cloud server. Data  

owner   has  a collection  of n data  files C =(F1 ; F2 ; . . . ; Fn 

)(that he wants to outsource on the cloud  server  in 

encrypted form  while  still keeping the capability to 

search  through them  for effective data  utilization 

reasons. To do so, before  outsourcing, data owner  will 

first build  a secure  searchable index  I from a set of  m  

distinct  keywords  W=(w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; wm )   extracted2 

from the file collection  C, and  store both the index  I and  

the encrypted file collection  C on the cloud  server. 

We  assume the  authorization between the  data  

owner and users  is appropriately done.  To search the file 

collection for a given  keyword w, an  authorized user  

generates and submits a search  request in a secret 

form—a  trapdoor Tw of the  keyword w—to  the  cloud  

server.  Upon  receiving the search  request Tw , the cloud  
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server  is responsible to search the index  I and  return the 

corresponding set of files to the user.   We   consider  the   

secure   ranked  keyword  search problem as  follows:  

the  search  result  should be  returned according to 

certain  ranked relevance criteria  (e.g., keyword 

frequency-based scores,  as  will  be  introduced  shortly), 

to improve file retrieval accuracy for users  without prior 

knowledge on the  file collection  C. However, cloud  

server should learn  nothing or little about  the relevance 

criteria  as they  exhibit  significant sensitive information  

against key- word privacy. To reduce bandwidth, the 

user  may  send  an optional value   k  along   with   the  

trapdoor Tw   and   cloud server  only  sends  back  the  

top-k  most  relevant files to the user’s  interested 

keyword w. 

We primarily consider an “honest-but-curious” server  in 

our  model,  which  is consistent with  most  of the  

previous searchable encryption schemes. We assume the 

cloud  server acts   in   an   “honest”  fashion   and   

correctly   follows   the 

2. To reduce the  size  of index,  a list  of standard IR 

techniques can  be adopted, including case folding,  

stemming, and  stop  words, etc. We omit this  process  of 

keyword extraction and  refinement and  refer  readers to 

[7] for more  details. 

designated protocol specification, but  is “curious” to 

infer and  analyze the message flow received during the 

protocol so as  to learn  additional information. In other  

words, the cloud   server   has   no   intention  to   actively   

modify   the message  flow   or   disrupt  any   other   

kind   of  services. However,  in  some   unexpected  

events,   the  cloud   server may  behave beyond the  

“honest-but-curious” model.  We specifically deal  with  this  

scenario  in Section 6.2. 

 

2.2Design and Goals 

To enable  ranked searchable symmetric encryption for 

effective utilization of outsourced and  encrypted cloud  

data under the aforementioned model,  our system 

design should achieve  the following security and  

performance guarantee. Specifically,   we   have   the   

following  goals:   1)  Ranked keyword search: to 

explore  different mechanisms for designing effective  

ranked search   schemes based   on  the existing  

searchable encryption framework; 2) Security 

guarantee:  to   prevent  cloud   server   from   learning  

the plaintext of either  the  data  files or the  searched 

keywords, and   achieve   the  “as-strong-as-possible” 

security strength compared  to   existing   searchable  

encryption  schemes; 3) Efficiency:  above  goals  

should be  achieved with           minimum 

communication and  computation overhead. 

 

2.3Notation and Preliminaries 

 
C—the file collection  to be outsourced, denoted as a set of 

n data  files files C =(F1 ; F2 ; . . . ; Fn ). 

W —the distinct keywords extracted from file collection   

C,   denoted  as  a  set   of  m  words W=(w1 ; w2 ; . . . ; 

wm ) . 

Id(Fj )—the identifier of file Fj  

I —searchable  index . 

F (wi )—the set of identifiers of 

files thetrapdoor generated by  

a user  as  a search request . 

F (wi )—the set of identifiers of files 

We now  introduce some  necessary information 

retrieval background for our  proposed scheme: 

Inverted index. In information retrieval, inverted 

index 

(also referred to as postings file) is a widely used  

indexing structure that stores a list of mappings from 

keywords to the corresponding set of files that contain 

this keyword, allowing full text search  [13]. For ranked 

search  purposes, the task of determining which  files are 

most  relevant is typically done by assigning a 

numerical score, which  can be precomputed, to  each  

file  based   on  some  ranking function introduced 

below.  One  example posting list  of an  index  is shown 

in Table 1. We will use this inverted index structure to 

give our basic ranked searchable symmetric encryption 

construction. 

Ranking function. In  information  retrieval, a  

ranking 

function is used  to calculate relevance scores  of 

matching files  to  a  given   search   request.  The  most   

widely used  

 
statistical measurement for evaluating relevance score in 

the information retrieval community uses  the  TF    

IDF  rule, where term  frequency (TF) is simply  the 

number of times  a given  term  or keyword (we will   

use  them           interchangeably hereafter) appears 
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within a file (to measure the importance of the term 

within the particular file), and 

inversedocumentfrequency(IDF) is obtained by 

dividing the number of files in the whole  collection  by 

the number of files containing the term  (to measure the 

overall  importance of the term  within the whole  

collection). Here,  Q denotes the searched keywords; fd;t 

denotes the TF of  term  t in  file  Fd ; ft   denotes the  

number of  files  that contain  term  t;  

 

N  denotes the  total  number of files in the collection;  and   

|Fd | is  the  length   of  file  Fd ,  obtained  by counting the  

number of indexed terms,  functioning as the normalistion 

factor. 

3    THE DEFINITIONS AND BASIC  

SCHEME 

In the introduction, we have motivated the r anked 

keyword search over encrypted data to achieve  

economies of scale for Cloud  Computing. In this 

section,  we start  from the review of existing  

searchable symmetric encryption schemes and 

provide the  definitions and  framework for  our  

proposed ranked searchable symmetric encryption. 

Note  that  by following the  same  security guarantee 

of  existing   SSE, it would be very inefficient to 

support ranked search functionality over  encrypted 

data,  as demonstrated in our basic scheme.  The 

discussion of its demerits will lead to our proposed 

scheme. 

 

3.1    Background on  Searchable Symmetric 

Encryption 

 

Searchable encryption allows  data  owner  to outsource 

his data  in an encrypted manner while  maintaining 

the selectively  search  capability over the encrypted 

data. Generally, searchable encryption can be 

achieved in its full functionality  using   an   oblivious  

RAMs   [16].  Although hiding  everything  during  

the   search   from   a  malicious server  (including 

access  pattern), utilizing oblivious RAM usually 

brings  the  cost  of logarithmic number of interac- 

tions   between  the   user   and   the   server   for  each   

search request. Thus,  in order  to achieve  more  efficient  

solutions, almost   all  the   existing   works   on  

searchable  encryption literature resort   to  the  

weakened  security guarantee,  i.e., revealing the 

access pattern and  search  pattern but nothing else. 

Here, access pattern refers to the outcome of the search 

result,   i.e.,  which   files  have   been   retrieved.  The  

search pattern includes the equality pattern among the 

two search requests (whether two  searches were   

performed for the same   keyword),  and   any  

information derived  thereafter from   this   statement.  

We   refer   readers  to  [12]  for the thorough 

discussion on SSE definitions. 

Having a correct  intuition on  the  security 

guarantee  of existing  SSE literature is very important 

for us to define  our ranked searchable symmetric 

encryption problem. As later, we  will  show   that   

following  the   exactly   same   security guarantee  of  

existing   SSE  scheme,   it  would  be   very inefficient  

to achieve  ranked keyword search, a which motivates 

us  to  further weaken the  security guarantee  of 

existing  SSE appropriately (leak the relative  relevance 

order but  not  the relevance score)  and  realize  an  “as-

strong-as- possible” ranked  searchable symmetric 

encryption. Actu- ally,  this  notion  has  been  

employed by  cryptographers in many  recent  work  

[14], [17] where efficiency  is preferred over  security. 

 

 

3.2    Definitions and Framework of RSSE        

System 
          We  follow  the  similar  framework of 

previously proposed searchable symmetric 

encryption schemes [12] and  adapt the   

framework  for   our   ranked  searchable  

encryption system. A  ranked  searchable 

encryption scheme   consists of four  algorithms 

(KeyGen,  BuildIndex, TrapdoorGen, 

SearchIndex). Our  ranked searchable encryption 

system can   be  constructed  from   these   four   

algorithms  in  two phases, Setup and  

Retrieval: 

Setup.  The  data  owner   initializes the  public   and 

secret  parameters of the  system by executing Key-

Gen,  and  pre-processes the  data  file collection  C  by 

using  BuildIndex to generate the searchable index 

from the unique words extracted from C. The owner 

then encrypts the data file collection  C, and publishes the  

index  including the  keyword frequency-based 

relevance scores  in  some  encrypted form,  together 

with the encrypted collection  C to the Cloud.  As part of  

Setup  phase, the   data   owner   also   needs   to 

distribute secret parameters )  to  a  group  of 

authorized users  by  employing off-the-shelf public 

key cryptography or more efficient primitive such as 

broadcast encryption. 

Retrieval.  The  user  uses  TrapdoorGen to  

generate  a secure  trapdoor corresponding to his 

interested  keyword, and  submits it to the  cloud  
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server.Upon  receiving the  trapdoor, the  cloud  server  

will derive   a  list  of  matched file  IDs  and   their  

corre- sponding encrypted relevance scores  by  

searching the   index   via   SearchIndex.  The   

matched  files should be sent  back  in a ranked 

sequence based  on the  relevance scores.  However, the  

server   should learn   nothing  or   little   beyond  the   

order   of  the relevance scores. 

 

4 EFFICIENT  RANKED SEARCHABLE 

SYMMETRIC ENCRYPTION  SCHEME 

The above  straightforward approach demonstrates the 

core problem that  causes  the  inefficiency  of ranked 

searchable encryption. That  is how  to let  server  

quickly  perform the ranking without actually knowing 

the  relevance scores.  To effectively  support ranked 

search  over encrypted file collection,  we  now  resort  to 

the  newly  developed crypto- graphic primitive—order 

preserving symmetric encryption [14] to  achieve  more  

practical performance. Note  that  by resorting to OPSE, 

our  security guarantee of RSSE is inherently  

weakened  compared  to  SSE,  as  we   now   let server  

know  the relevance order.  However, this is the 

information we  want   to  trade   off  for  efficient   

RSSE, as 

discussed in previous Section 3. We will first briefly 

discuss the primitive of OPSE and its pros and  cons. 

Then, we show how   we   can   adapt  it  to  suit   our   

purpose  for  ranked searchable encryption with  an  

“as-strong-as-possible”  se- curity  guarantee. Finally,  

we  demonstrate how  to  choose different scheme  

parameters via concrete  examples. 

 

4.1Using Order Preserving Symmetric 

Encryption The OPSE is a deterministic encryption 

scheme  where the numerical ordering of the  

plaintexts  gets  preserved by the encryption  function.  

Boldyreva et  al.  [14]  gives  the  first cryptographic 

study  of                                                                                                                                                                       

primitive  and   provides  a construction that  is 

provably secure  under the security framework of  

pseudorandom  function or  pseudorandom 

permutation.  Namely, considering that  any  order-

preser- ving  function gð Þ  from  domain D ={1; . . . ; M 

}  to  range R ={1; . . . ; N } can  be uniquely defined by 

a combination of M  out  of N  ordered items,  an  OPSE 

is then  said  to be secure  if and  only  if an  adversary 

has  to perform a brute force search  over all the 

possible  combinations of M out  of N  to break  the  

encryption scheme.  If the  security level  is chosen  to  

be  80 bits,  then  it  is suggested to  choose  M = N/2 > 

80 so that  the  total  number of combinations will be 

greater  than   280 .  Their   construction  is   based   

on   an uncovered relationship between a random 

order-preserving function (which  meets  the  above  

security notion)  and  the hypergeometric probability 

distribution, which  will later be denoted as HGD.  We 

refer  readers to [14] for more  details about  OPSE and  

its security definition.At  the   first  glance,   by  

changing  the   relevance  score encryption from  the  

standard indistinguishable symmetric encryption 

scheme  to this OPSE, it seems  to follow  directly that  

efficient  relevance score  ranking can  be achieved just 

like  in  the   plaintext  domain.  However,  as  pointed  

out earlier,  the OPSE is a deterministic encryption 

scheme.  This inherent  deterministic property,  if  not  

treated appropri- ately, will still leak a lot of 

information as any deterministic encryption scheme  

will do. One such information leakage  is the  plaintext 

distribution. Take  Fig. 2, for example, which shows   a  

skewed relevance score  distribution of  keyword 

“network,” sampled from  1,000 files of our  test  

collection. For   easy   exposition,  we   encode   the   

actual   score   into 128 levels in domain from 1 to 128. 

Due to the deterministic property,  if  we   use   OPSE  

directly  over   these   sampled relevance scores, the 

resulting ciphertext shall share  exactly the same 

distribution as the relevance score in Fig. 2. On the other  

hand, previous research works  [18], [22] have  shown 

that  the score distribution can be seen as keyword 

specific. Specifically,  in  [22], the  authors have  shown 

that  the  TF distribution  of  certain   keywords  from   

the  Enron   e-mail corpus3 can be very peaky, and thus 

result in significant information leak for the 

corresponding keyword. In [18], the authors further 

point   out  that  the  TF distribution of  the keyword in 

a given  file collection  usually follows  a power law  

distribution, regardless of  the  popularity of the  key- 

word.  Their  results on a few test  file collections show  

that not  only  different keywords can  be  differentiated 

by  the slope  and  value  range  of their  TF distribution, 

but even  the normalized TF distributions, i.e., the 

original score distribu- tions  (see (2)), can be keyword 

specific.  Thus,  with  certain background  information  

on   the   file  collection,   such   as knowing  it  contains  

only   technical research papers,  the adversary may  

be  able  to  reverse engineer the  keyword “network” 

directly from  the  encrypted score  distribution without  

actually breaking the  trapdoor  construction, nor does  

the adversary need  to break  the OPSE. 

 

4.2    One-to-Many Order-Preserving Mapping 
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 Therefore, we have to modify  the OPSE to suit our 

purpose. In order  to reduce the amount of 

information leakage  from the deterministic property, 

an one-to-many OPSE scheme  is thus  desired, which   

can  flatten  or  obfuscate the  original relevance score  

distribution, increase  its  randomness, and still 

preserve the  plaintext order.  To do  so, we first  

briefly review   the   encryption  process   of  original  

deterministic OPSE, where a plaintext m in domain D 

is always mapped to the  samerandom-sized 

nonoverlapping interval bucket in range  R, 

determined by a keyed  binary search  over  the range   

R  and   the   result   of  a  random  HGD   sampling 

function. A ciphertext c is then  chosen  within the  

bucket by using  m as the seed for some random 

selection  function. Our one-to-many order-preserving 

mapping employs the random plaintext-to-bucket 

mapping of OPSE, but incorpo- rates the unique file 

IDs together with the plaintext m as the random seed  

in the final ciphertext chosen  process.  Due to the use 

of unique file ID as part of random selection seed, the 

same plaintext m will no longer be deterministically 

assigned to the same  ciphertext c, but instead a 

random value  within the randomly assigned bucket in 

range R. The whole process is  shown  in   Algorithm  

1,  adapted  from   [14].TapGen is the random coin 

generator and HYGEINV is the he efficient function 

implemented in Matlab as our instance for the HGDð_Þ 

sampling function. The correctness of our one-to-many 

order-preserving mapping follows directly from the 

Algorithm 1. Note that our rational is to use the OPSE block 

cipher as a tool for different application scenarios and 

achieve better security, which is suggested by and 

consistent with [14]. Now, if we denote OPMas our one-to-

many order-preserving mapping function with parameter: 

OPM:{0.1}
l
{0.1}

log|D|
{0.1}

log|R|
,our proposed 

RSSE scheme can be described as follows: 

In the setup  phase 
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4.3Authenticating Ranked Search Result 

In  practice, cloud  servers may  sometimes behave 

beyond the   semihonest  model.   This  can  happen  

either   because cloud  server  intentionally wants to  do  

so  for  saving  cost when handling large  number of 

search  requests, or  there may  be software bugs,  or  

internal/external attacks.  Thus, enabling a search  

result  authentication mechanism that  can detect  such  

unexpected behaviors of cloud  server  is also of 

practical interest and  worth further investigationTo  

authenticate  a   ranked  search   result    (or   Top-k 

retrieval), one  need  to ensure: 1) the  retrieved 

results are the most relevant ones; 2) the relevance 

sequence among the results are not disrupted. To 

achieve  this two authentication requirements, we 

propose to utilize  the one way hash  chain technique,  

which   can  be  added  directly on  top   of  the 

previous RSSE design. Let H ð Þ denote some  

cryptographic one-way hash  function, such  as  SHA-

1.  Our  mechanism requires one more  secret  value  u 

in the Setup phase  to be generated and  shared 

between data  owner  and  users. 

 

4.4 SupportingScore Dynamics 

 

In Cloud  Computing, outsourced file collection  might  

not only  be  accessed  but  also  updated frequently for  

various application  purposes  (see  [19],  [20],  [21],  

for  example). Hence,   supporting the  score  

dynamics in  the  searchable index   for  an  RSSE 

system,  which   is  reflected  from   the corresponding 

file  collection  updates, is  thus  of  practical 

importance. Here,  we  consider score  dynamics as  

adding newly  encrypted scores  for newly  created 

files, or modify- ing old encrypted scores for 

modification of existing  files in the file collection. 

Ideally,  given a posting list in the inverted index,   the  

encryption of  all  these  newly   changed  scores 

should be incorporated directly without affecting  the 

order of all other  previously encrypted scores,  and  we 

show  that our  proposed one-to-many order-

preserving mapping does exactly  that.  Note   that  we  

do  not  consider file  deletion scenarios because  it is 

not hard to infer that deleting any file and   its  score  

does   not  affect  the  ranking  orders  of  the 

remaining files in the searchable index.This  graceful  

property of supporting score  dynamics  is inherited 

from  the  original OPSE scheme,  even  though we 

made some adaptations in the mapping process.  This 

can be observed from the BinarySearchð Þ procedure in 

Algorithm 1, where the  same  score  will  always be 

mapped to the  same random-sized nonoverlapping 

bucket,  given the same encryption key  and  the  same  

parameters of the  plaintext domain D  and   ciphertext 

range   R. Because  the  buckets themselves are  

nonoverlapping, the  newly  changed scores indeed do 

not affect previously mapped values.  Thus, with this 

property, the data owner can avoid the recomputation 

of the  whole  score  encryption for  all  the  file  

collection,  but instead just  handle those  changed 

scores  whenever neces- sary.  Note  that  the scores  

chosen  from  the same  bucket  are treated as ties 

and  their  order  can be set arbitrarily. 

 

5.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance of our  scheme  is evaluated 

regarding the  effectiveness and  efficiency  of our 

proposed one-to-many order-preserving mapping, as 

well as the  overall  performance of our  RSSE scheme,  

including the cost of index  construction as well as the 

time  necessary for searches. 

 

5.1  Efficiency of Search 

 

The  search  time  includes fetching   the  posting list  in  

the index,   decrypting,  and   rank   ordering  each  

entries.   Our focus is on top-k retrieval. As the 

encrypted scores are order preserved, server  can 

process  the  top-k  retrieval almost  as fast as in the 

plaintext domain. Note that the server  does not have  to 

traverse every  posting list for each given  trapdoor, but  

instead uses  a  tree-based data  structure to  fetch  the 

corresponding list. Therefore, the overall  search  time 

cost is almost  as  efficient  as  on  unencrypted data.  

Fig. 3 list  our search  time  cost  against the  value  of  

k increases, for  the same  index  constructed below. 
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. 

 

 

Fig 2: The time cost for top-k retrieval 

 

 

6.FUTURE ENHNCEMENT 

   We investigate future enhancement of our ranked 

search mechanism including the reversibility of our 

proposed one-to-many order-preserving mapping 

technique. 

 

7.CONCLUSION 

 

     In this  paper, as an  initial  attempt, we  motivate 

and  solve the problem of supporting efficient  

ranked keyword search for   achieving  effective   

utilization of  remotely stored encrypted data  in 

Cloud  Computing.We then  appropriately weaken 

the security guarantee, resort  to  the  newly  

developed crypto primitive OPSE, and  derive  an 

efficient  one-to-many order- preserving mapping  

function, which   allows   the  effective RSSE to  be  

designed.  We  have done   enhancements  of our  

ranked search  mechanism, including the  efficient 

support of  relevance score dynamics, the 

authentication of ranked search results, Through 

thorough security analysis, we show that  our 

proposed solution is secure  and privacy preser- ving,  

while correctly  realizing the  goal  of ranked 

keyword search.Extensive experimental  results  

demonstrate the efficiency  of our  solution. 
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